
HP X4500Wireless (Metal Black) Mouse
A crowning achievement in style & satisfaction.

With the force of a lightning bolt, the HP Wireless Mouse X4500 grabs your soul & won't let go. Its modern
design expresses sleek athleticism. Battery life can last a game-changing 30 months.(1) Precise laser
sensor works on most every surface.(2)

(1) Actual battery life will vary with use and environmental conditions. The maximum capacity of the battery will naturally decrease with time and usage.
(2) Laser sensor is not guaranteed to work on glass surfaces.
(3) Requires available USB port; Compatible with Microsoft® Windows® 7, Windows® XP, Windows® Vista™ operating systems.
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Idolized, visionary design:
Distinguished. Masterful. Futuristic. The HP Wireless Mouse X4500 combines dramatic
contours & sweeping lines to be aggressive, sleek & sublime. The inspired sculpture is so
breathtaking it belongs in a modern art museum.

Ultimate 30-month battery life:(1)
Exceptional. First rate. Proficient. The HP Wireless Mouse X4500 battery life can last an
amazing 2 1/2 years. Extended battery life also means you save more money and fewer
batteries in the landfill.

Indulgent, sought-after comfort:
Masterfully crafted for agility and support, the HP Wireless Mouse X4500 holds your hand
with all-day relaxation. Perfect balance, expert proportions and flared edges give this
flawless mouse a custom-made feel.

Efficient, unrestricted productivity:
The HPWireless Mouse X4500 catapults the everyday mouse into a new level of
flexibility. Wireless connection frees you the cord.(3) Plus, precise laser sensor works on
almost every surface you can think of.(2)

Compatibility Microsoft® Windows® XP/Vista™/7

Recommended system
requirements

Available USB port; Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7

Technical Feature Laser sensor(1600 CPI max); 3 buttons: standard; USB wireless
receiver at 2.4 GHz

Dimensions Out of package: 113.95 x 74.2 x 38.5 mm
Packed: 219.5 x 158.5 x 50.8 mm

Weight Out of Package: 0.075 kg
Packed: 0.21 kg

Warranty 2 year limited warranty

Additional information P/N: H2W26AA #ABB
UPC/EAN code: 886112881221

Country of Origin China

What's in the box HPWireless Mouse X4500; Two AA Batteries; Documentation;
Warranty card


